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NARROWLY- BOUNDED TURF IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

SELECTION USING "EXPERT SYSTEM" APPROACH 

*Bedair, O. M. 

ABSTRACT 

Water scarcity in turf and landscape areas and increased water losses by 

using improper irrigation for narrow turf, or steep slopes cause design 

problems. Proper irrigation system selection for strips, islands, and areas 

near buildings, sidewalk, and steep areas is very important to obtain good 

turf quality, minimum operation, costs and water losses. 

The objective of this study includes an expert system (ES) approach to 

assist proper choice for narrowly-bounded turf strips to get the best 

appearance and quality for different site conditions for qualifying 

resources. Results were validated by consultation with domain experts 

and knowledge available from literature, published research and 

pertinent experimentation to accommodate case studies using prepared 

and modified decision table. Six case studies (four actual: A, B, C, and D, 

and two virtual sites: E and F) including extreme site conditions were 

used to test the proposed expert system for the proper selection of 

irrigation system from choices of irrigation systems. "Corvid Exsys" 

software program was designed to assist proper irrigation selection 

according to site conditions. The proposed ES and "Corvid Exsys" 

software were evaluated and tested on actual and virtual case studies, to 

assisted proper irrigation system selection for narrowly- bounded and 

sloped areas. The results of proposed ES on selected case studies and 

"Corvid Exsys" software outcomes were discussed. Results showed that 

the proposed software assist proper selection of irrigation system 

according to site conditions and resources including extreme conditions.  

The results showed that the subsurface drip irrigation system (SDI) 

gained the highest score by using case studies (B, C, D, and E) and in 

case study (A, and F), multi-stream spray gained the highest score 

compared with other systems. 

Keywords: Irrigation systems, Turf strips irrigation, Expert system,             

narrowly- bounded turf.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

n today's urban environments, there are many types of confined areas. 

They include a wide range of medians, islands or narrow strips of 

land near buildings, or sidewalks. A narrow strip of turf leads to 

significant quantities of water runoff, so careful planning and design can 

make these areas manageable.  Awady, 2016, showed that Expert System 

(ES) approach can be efficiently used for best selection of appropriate 

system choice among different situations. Whittaker et al., 1987, 

reported that decision-making requires the use of expert knowledge; 

judgment and experience. Major steps and components that are involved 

in the complex process of building and developing of an (ES) were 

defined as: identification and software design; conceptualization 

formalization; implementation and validation of the program.  Hillel, 

2008, reported that the effects of wind, sprinkler overlap, and 

evapotranspiration can lead to application disuniformities which, in turn, 

can lead to excess water application. Drip irrigation has been used in 

horticultural operations since the middle of the 20
th

 century. There have 

been some investigations of the viability of using sub-surface drip 

irrigation (SDI) to irrigate turf grass ( Zoldoske et al., 1995; Leinauer 

and Makk, 2005; Johnson and Leinauer, 2004; Devitt and Miller, 

1988; Ferguson, 1994) some of the benefits of SDI over conventional 

irrigation are that it operates at lower volumes and flow rates, puts water 

directly into the root zone, and is thus less susceptible to lessees from 

wind and evapotranspiration. Toro, 2006, reported that narrow or 

irregularly shaped areas, including turf, less than 8 feet in width in any 

direction, shall be irrigated with SDI or low volume water irrigation 

system. SDI saves water with minimal water loss due to mist, 

evaporation, runoff or wind drift. In addition, the amount of chemicals 

and fertilizer required to maintain the health of landscape is decreased, 

since these are applied directly at the root zone.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

The aim of this study is to assist in proper irrigation system selection for 

narrowly- bounded turf strips based on E.S. 

I 
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2.1 Engineering and hydraulic characteristics of turf irrigation 

systems: 

The performance and required data of turf irrigation systems, under 

investigation, are presented in the following table (1): 

2.2 Actual site conditions and hypothetical areas under investigation,         

including engineering and hydraulic criteria of irrigation system: 

Study areas were conducted in the Cairo governorate, Egypt. The latitude 

and longitude of the site are 30.0206857 N, 31.4419913 E for "Lake 

View" residential, 30.032517 N, 31.530409 E for "Mountain View" 

residential, 30.025772 N, 31.445462 E for "Villa", and 30.213209 N, 

31.683102 E for "Stalla, Misr- El Gdida" residential district 

respectively. 

 
Fig. (1): Locations of actual cases under study. 
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Fig. (2): Actual narrowly-bounded strip and sloped areas photos. 

Table (2) shows site conditions and hypothetical areas under investigation 

including engineering and hydraulic criteria of irrigation systems. Four 

different representative sites and conditions including extreme cases with 

different resources and conditions, named case A, B, C, D (actual sites), 

and two case E, F(virtual sites)  are shown in table(2).  

2.3 Procedure for the selection of the proper turf irrigation system: 

Decision table was prepared using methodology of Awady, 2016, with a 

committee of irrigation consultants and expertise, irrigation engineers and 

technical irrigation workers, to illustrate system choices and qualifier 

conditions to assist proper turf irrigation system selection for narrow strip 

areas. 
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*Inhabited compound with turf green areas scattered among runway strips and 

buildings. The areas differ from as wide as 620000m
2
 to as narrow as 1.5-3.5m 

bounded small areas of only 6200m
2
. 

# According to Central Laboratory of Agricultural Climate (CLAC). 

Each case study had scores of confidence for each system, which reflect 

the suitability to the circumstances, table (3). Committee of five irrigation 

experts, four irrigation engineers in addition to three technicians and four 

project owners carried out consultations during seven meetings for about 

two hours/each to put an appropriate decision table for the proper 

selection of turf irrigation system, according to site conditions. The 

derived decision table is validated in actual and virtual case studies to test, 
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and compare and agreement with the outcomes from derived decision 

table for all site conditions including extreme site conditions. 

"Corvid Exsys" software program was used during consultant's 

committee ES, as tool for designers and technical users according to site 

conditions and resources in narrowly bounded, steep sloped areas. 

Allotted weight of each qualifier was suggested according to experts' 

judgment by sorting qualifiers based on their importance and 

effectiveness on irrigation system selection. Each qualifier was given 

weight based on its effect on irrigation system selection among affected 

qualifier. This weight was multiplied times score for particular irrigation 

system   (based on experts judgment) to get final score used to judge 

irrigation system appropriateness according to site conditions.   

The qualifiers are represented in table (3), with final scores of irrigation 

systems under investigation, as discussed in the following: 

1. Strip width suitability: was classified into three categories named 

(narrow- moderate- and wide), SDI system proves to be the most proper 

system for narrow strip areas compared to other systems. The lowest 

score was given to circular spray system in narrow strips.  

2. Feasibility: Feasibility was categorized into three levels, according to 

density of narrow strip areas within the project area. The levels are named 

(dense plot- moderate density, and sparse plot). The highest score of 

1.125 was given to SDI at dense plot level, and the lowest score of 0.25 

was given to circular spray at the same level. 

3. Water saving:  water saving had weight of 1.0 ( referring to experts 

judgment) reflecting the effect of this qualifier on system selection 

multiplied times the score weight of water saving qualifier ( according to 

experts opinion) to get the score shown in table.3 

for irrigation systems under investigation, reflecting degree of system 

ability to save water. The more water saving gets highest score, and vice 

versa. For example, sub-surface drip (SDI) system had a score of 0.9 and 

circular spray system had a score of 0.45. 

4. Area consolidation: was classified into three categories named (low- 

medium, and high) based on the ratios between small to project areas. The 

highest scores of 0.675, 0.675 were given to circular spray system and 

SDI system at high and low areas consolidation category, respectively.  
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Table.3: Irrigation system scores based on experts judgment 

according to field conditions and allotted weights. 

 
 Allotted weight (according to experts' judgment), Max.= 6.0 

*Favorability of watering pattern to strip area. 

5. Water quality: Clear water was given an equivalent score for all 

systems under choice. Low quality water was given the highest score for 

the highest clogging resistant systems. 

6. Land slope: was classified based on land leveling into three 

categories, named (even land- moderate level – and uneven land). The 
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highest score was given to low precipitation rate system to eliminate 

water losses due to runoff and deep percolation, specially with increasing 

land slope. SDI got score of 0.475   and multi-stream got a score of 0.35 

for even land.      . 

7. Wind losses: wind losses were classified into three categories, named 

(low- medium- and high) due to wind speed. Wind losses increased by 

increasing speed and vise versa. 

The system resisting wind (wind losses) got the highest score and vise 

verse. Subsurface drip irrigation (SDI) had a score of   0.4     at high wind 

losses (high wind speed), multi-stream system score was   0.22, or   

medium category. 

 
Fig.3: Qualifiers weight percent used for irrigation system 

appropriateness judgment. 

2.4. Irrigation system choices and qualifiers: 

Irrigation systems under investigation included: 1. Circular Spray    2. 

Rectangular spray    3.Multi-stream     4. Sub surface drip. 

Score weights are given according to experts judgment as they affect 

irrigation- system selection among alternative actual conditions. Other 

virtual scores were collected to different choices according to different 

qualifiers. There assumption was based on experience and judgment of 
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domain field engineering experts or extracted from literatures, such as 

(Omer et al., 2014). The highest irrigation system score gained from 

decision table was evaluated by experts to reach satisfaction results and 

agreement for outcomes to assist a proper selection according to site 

conditions. 

2.5. Validation and study cases: 

Six case studies (four actual named A, B, C, and D in addition to two 

virtual sites named E and F) including extreme conditions were used to 

test the proposed ES for the proper selection of irrigation system from 

alternative choices of irrigation systems under investigation. Table 2 

represents cases under study including conditions of each case. Cases 

were exposed to consultation with domain expert for validation of 

decision table. Each case of irrigation system was weighed under each 

suggested case. The manipulation of decision table was done using 

“Corvid Exsys” program, ver. 6.1.0 under  windows 7 which was 

designed  to include all qualifiers and site conditions, as shown in 

tables(3).   

The highest score represents the most system appropriateness for the case 

study. The planning of “Corvid Exsys” program is shown in the 

following steps, to assist irrigation engineers, irrigation technicians, and 

owners to choose the proper irrigation system.  Fig. (4) represents a 

model structure for description of variables, key factors and qualifiers in 

order to determine the irrigation technology and its attributed techniques 

(choosing the best of irrigation system for turf) under diverse physical 

landscape resources and situations. 

2.6. Verification, validations, and evaluation: 

The accuracy of proposed ES was tested through a sequence of steps to 

evaluate ES results as follows:  

1. Collection of site date, parameters, and affecting factors required to 

select the proper irrigation system. 

2. Validation was carried out to test ES logic results in particular case-

study to satisfy the requirements of irrigation engineers and owners. 

3. Procedure to compare ES results in different site conditions, including 

extreme conditions and determine the degree of confidence by using 
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proposed ES selection of proper irrigation system for different case 

studies. 

 
Fig.4: Diagram of factors affecting selection of proper irrigation 

system according to site conditions. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Proper irrigation system selection in different case studies: 

The results of testing decision table on selected case-study under 

investigation, in addition to software program-application on one case 

study, including software operation steps are discussed in the following: 

Figure (5) shows the weight score ratio for alternative choices of proper 

turf irrigation systems according to qualifier based on derived ES and 

actual site conditions named A, B, C, and D including wide variety of site 

conditions. The result shows that, in case "B", SDI system got the highest 

weight ratio of 4.53 with increases of 14.34 %, 54.4%, and 51.4% on 

Multi-stream, Rectangular spray and Circular spray, respectively, 

according to site conditions shown in table 2 in the "Material and 

Methods" section. It is clear that strip-shape factor is the most affecting 

factor on total score weight ratio gained for investigation, according to 

site condition. Case" A", illustrates weight ratio gained for irrigation 

systems under investigation. 
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The highest weight ratio was given to Multi-stream spray with increments 

of 12.9%, 14.2%, and 3.6 % for SDI, Rectangular spray, and Circular 

spray, respectively. It is clear that SDI and rectangular spray systems 

were given an approximately equal weight ratio. That is due to site 

conditions. The most important affecting factor on total score weight, 

given to irrigation systems under selection, can be arranged in descending 

order as follows: Strip width suitability; feasibility; water saving; area 

consolidation; water quality; land slope and wind losses. Meanwhile, in 

case "C", the highest weight ratio of 4.49 was given to SDI and the 
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minimum of 2.53 was given to rectangular spray, according to site 

conditions shown in table 2 in the "Material and Methods" section. It is 

clear that the most affecting factor for total weight ratio goes to strip 

width that adds about 43.7% of total score to SDI. Case "D", shows that 

the highest score of 5.32 goes to SDI with an increase of 21.8%, 51.9%, 

and 44.7% for Multi-stream, Rectangular spray and Circular spray, resp. 

according to site conditions represented in table 2 in the "Material and 

Methods" section. Qualifiers had equal effects on total weight ratio given 

to each system under investigation. Figure (6) shows the weight score 

ratio for alternative choices of proper turf irrigation systems, according to 

qualifiers based on derived ES and virtual site conditions named E and F 

including wide variety of site condition. 
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The results show that: in case "E", the SDI system recorded the highest 

score of 4.16 with increases of 22.35%, 44.23%, and 34.13% over Multi-

stream, Rectangular spray and Circular spray irrigation systems, resp., 

based on site conditions in table 2 in the "Material and Methods" section. 

It is clear that the most affecting factor on total weight ratio is with strip 

width with an average weight of about 31%. Meanwhile, case "F", Multi-

stream system, recorded the highest score of 3.98 with increases of 4%, 

14%, and 4.6% over SDI, rectangular spray, and circle spray irrigation 

systems, resp. The factors affecting total weight ratio for irrigation system 

under investigation had the same effect among irrigation systems due to 

site conditions. Figure (7) shows that by decreasing strip width gives SDI 

priority among irrigation systems under investigations. For wide strip, it 

is clear that, multi-stream system had the second weight ratio of 1.2 after 

SDI with weight ratio of 1.28. Moderate strip-width for SDI gets the 

highest weight ratio among other alternative systems.  

Figure (8) shows that for dense plot, SDI system gets the highest score, 

and in moderate and sparse cover, for circular spray gets the highest 

score.  Figure (9) shows that SDI gets the highest weight ratio in low and 

medium categories of area consolidation. However, for high area 

consolidation category, Circular spray system got the highest score             

 
Fig. (7): Effect of suitability of strip width for irrigation systems under 

investigation on ES weight ratio. 
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Fig. (8): Effect of quality feasibility for irrigation systems under            

investigation on weight ratio. 

 
Fig. (9): Effect of area consolidation for irrigation systems under 

investigation on score weight ratio. 

Figure (10) shows that for the best water quality all irrigation systems 

under investigation had the same score weight ratio. For other water 

qualities, the highest score goes to Circular and Rectangular spray 

systems. 

Figure (11) shows that the highest score was given to SDI for all wind 

loss categories and the lowest score was given to the Rectangular spray 

for all wind categories. Figure (12) shows that the highest score was given 

to SDI for all land slope category and the lowest score was given to the 

Rectangular spray for all categories. It is clear that from fig. (12), that 

SDI gained the highest score for all land slopes and the lowest score was 

for Rectangular spray, for all land slopes. 
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Fig.(10):Effect of water quality  on score weight ratio for irrigation systems 

under investigation. 

 
Fig. (11): Effect of wind losses on weight ratio for irrigation systems under 

investigation. 

 
Fig.(12): Effect of land slope on weight ratio for irrigation systems                

under  investigation. 
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3.2 ES to assist choices for turf irrigation: 

A new and simple ES was developed and tested to validate represented 

cases to test integrity of system. All cases were tested in the ES program. 

Results of representative cases are illustrated in the following. Fig. (13) 

shows the results of tested ES for case (C), to choose the proper irrigation 

system for site ( c) . 

 

Fig. (13): ES inputs to the choices of the irrigation system under the stated 

site- conditions. 
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Fig. (14): Printout of the ES program for choice of the irrigation 

system under site conditions. 

(Final output screen: The output takes in consideration water saving. 

Notice that the highest score revealed the proper irrigation system.)   

4. CONCLUSION  

Irrigation system selection for strips, green islands, and areas near 

buildings, sidewalks, and sloped areas is very important to obtain a good 

turf quality, minimum operation, installation costs and water losses. All is 

for the choice of the proper irrigation system in narrowly- bounded turf 

strip. Hereby, the aim of this investigation was to build, verify and 

validate an ES program for the choice in narrowly-bounded turf strips to 

get the best appearance and quality for different site conditions for a set of 

qualifying resources.Six case studies (four actual: named A, B, C, and D, 

in addition to two virtual cases named E and F), including extreme site 

conditions, were used to test the proposed ES for the proper selection of 

irrigation system from alternative choices of irrigation under 
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investigation.The results of proposed ES on selected case studies and 

"Corvid Exsys" software outcomes are discussed. Results show that the 

proposed ES and "Corvid Exsys" software can be efficiently used to 

assist proper selection of irrigation system according to site conditions 

and resources, including extreme conditions.  

Results obtained indicate the following:  

 The subsurface drip irrigation system saves water throughout the 

year as compared to using other irrigation systems in narrowly 

bounded turf strips.  

 The results showed that the output of the (ES) gave high score in 

sub surface drip irrigation system in some case studies (B, C, and D, 

E) and high score in Multi-stream spray system in other case studies 

(A, and F). 
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6. Appendix (I) 

 

 
 

Fig. (i)  Program steps used to develop an ES to assist the choice of a 

proper irrigation system according to qualifier conditions. 
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Fig.(i): Interface of “Corvid Exsys” program. 

 العربيالملخص 

 نظام خبير باضتخذامالمحذودة  الخضراء لشرائح المططحاثنظام ري  اختيار

 *أضامت محمذ أحمذ بذير

 نحذسةح الوسطحاث الخضشاء الضْقت ًالولششائوناسب الغْش  اخخْاس نظام الشُ ّؤدٍ 

 لشُالوْاه الوسخخذهت  إجوالِ% هن  05الوْاه ّصل الَ  فِالَ فقذ كبْش  ًالجزس ةًساجالوً

لزلك ّيذف البحث الَ بناء نظام خبشة بالاسخعانت بخبشاء الوجال الوخخصصْن حلك الوساحاث . 

الوسطحاث  سُحصوْن ًحنفْز ًحشغْل ًكزلك فنْْن حشكْب نظن  ًهينذسِهن الاسخشاسّْن 

ششائح الوسطحاث الخضشاء الضْقت  سُالاخخْاس الوناسب لنظام  فِللوساعذة ًالخضشاء 

 .لظشًف الوٌقع ًالجزس ًفقا ًالونحذسة ًالوجاًسة 

مصر. -مذرش الهنذضت السراعيت، زراعت عين شمص، القاهرة*  
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ًالوسخطْل  ًالذائشُبالشش الشرارٍ   الشًُنظام   السطحِبالخنقْط ححج  الشُّعخبش نظام 

ششائح الوسطحاث الخضشاء  سُ نظام خخْاسلاالوخاحت كبذائل   الشُهن أنظوت  ًالشعاعِ

 ًالجزس.ًالونحذسة ًالوجاًسة الضْقت  

 ًهٌقعْن A  ًB  ًC  ًDىوا  هٌاقع فعلْت 6حن حقْْن ًاخخباس نظام الخبشة الوقذم علَ 

 الخبشاء. بآساءشولج كل الظشًف الشائعت ًالوخطشفت ًرلك بالاسخعانت  E  ًFىوا  افخشاضْْن

لخسيْل   Windows 7ّعول هن خلال   ”Corvid Exsys“حن حطٌّش بشناهج حاسب الَ 

اسخخذام نظام الخبشة الوقذم ًحقْْوو ًاخخباسه بٌاسطت خبشاء الوجال للحصٌل علَ الاخخْاس 

 ًفقا للظشًف الحقلْت. الشُالاهثل لنظام 

رلك الظشًف  فًِفقا لظشًف الوٌقع بوا  الخبشة الوقذمًأظيشث النخائج هنطقْت نخائج نظام 

 Aالوٌاقع  فِ عالْتدسجت ثقت  (SDI) السطحِخنقْط ححج بال الشُالوخطشفت،  فقذ أعطَ نظام 

 ًB  ًC  ًD  الشعاعِبالشش  الشُبْنوا أعطَ نظام (Multi-stream)  أعلَ دسجت ثقت

 . E  ًFللوٌاقع 


